Adaptation of vertical eye alignment in relation to head tilt.
Binocular visual feedback is used to continually calibrate binocular eye alignment so that the retinal images of the two eyes remain in correspondence. Past experiments have shown that vertical eye alignment (measured as vertical phoria) can be altered by training to disparities that vary as a function of orbital eye position. The present experiments demonstrate that vertical eye alignment can also be trained to differ with head position when eye position (with respect to the orbit) is held constant. Changes in head position were about either an earth-vertical or earth-horizontal axis to distinguish otolith-ocular related adaptation from cervical-ocular related adaptation. Changes in head position were implemented by either by rotating the whole body (WB) or by rotating the head with the body stationary (HO). Following training, adaptation of eye alignment was observed in all cases of rotation about an earth-horizontal axis and for HO pitch rotations about an earth-vertical axis. The results illustrate the ability of the oculomotor system to compensate for imbalances in otolith-ocular pathways.